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Group Influences on Judgments Concerning
the Future
G. Trommsdorff
':".'

1.

Introduction

Decision making and judgment under group conditions has often
been shown to differ from that which occurs in individual set
tings,

and research on such group phenomena frequently follows

the assumption that the principles governing group behavior
differ qualitatively from those governing the behavior of in
dividuals.

The present work deals with the question of whether

this assumption is justified. It may be ,

for example,

that the

group situation is no more than a special condition under
which individual action occurs,

so that the behavior that takes

place in either setting can be accounted for by a common set
of behavioral principles.
In this paper,

groups and individuals will be compared with

respect to their judgments concerning the future.
criteria for such judgments are highly subjective,

Since the
one can

assume that judges will feel rather uncertain about their
judgments'

correctness and will be open to re-evaluation and

possible change.

Of special int erest will be the comparison

of the conditions under which group and individual judgments
are most subject to subsequent alteration.
Part 2 deals with this problem in terms of group extremization
and polarization,

while part 3 is devoted to a discussion of

some information processing approaches to judgmental change.
part 4,

In

several experiments on judgments in groups and under

individual conditions are presented,

the empirical findings of

these experiments being discussed in part 5,

along with some

characteristics for a general theory of judgmental change.
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2.2.

Group influences on decision making and judgments

Some theoretical explanations of group influences on
decision and judgment change

;roup situations provide especially interesting s ettings for
.tudying the determinants of decision making and the formation
,f judgments.

Besides enabling the s tudy of group proces ses,

It has been found that the polarizing effects of group dis 
cussion extend beyond decisions

;uch s ituations allow us to examine general psychological prin

situations ,

:iples under s pecial,

pressions ,

easily definable conditions.

in hypothetical ris k-taking

affecting attitudes ,

judgments ,

ris k-taking decisions,

interpers onal im

pro- and antisocial behavior,

conflict resolution in Pris oner's Dilemma games and negotia
�.l.

tions

Development of res earch on group influences

(cf. Lamm & Myers,

1978).

The present s tudy is concerned

with the effect of group dis cus s ions on judgments concerning
:nterestingly ,

research on group-induced change in decisions

possible desirable or undes irable future developments dealing

lnd judgments has focused primarily on group processes and has

with private and public as pects of life.

>ften neglected the study of individual psychological proces 

Of the various theoretical explanations for group effects ,

,es. This has been the case , for example,

a s ubset seems relevant here.

=isky shift

(e.g. Stoner,

1961;

in res earch on the

Kogan & Wallach ,

jroup-induced extremization and polarization
�

Zavalloni,

1969).

1967) and on

(e.g.

Moscovici

Since the classic s tudies on attitude

;hange of individuals in groups

(Lewin ,

1948)

)n the improved problem-solving ability of groups as compared
:0

individuals

(Shaw ,

1932),

further experiments on these to

?ics have been iirected towards specifying the conditions that
,ave to be met in order for thes e group effects to arise
Kelley & Thibaut ,

1969;

Lamm & Trommsdorff,

(cf.

1973).

Recent interest on group-induced risky s hift and attitude/
judgment polarization and extremization has s timulated exten
s ive res earch on the group proces s es underlying these pheno
mena

(cf.

Pruitt,

1971a, b;

Lamm & Myers,

1978).

dual proces s es have been taken into account
s ocial approval - cf.

Lamm,

Tromms dorff & Rost-Schaude,
Lamm,

decis ions,

(s uch as need for

Schaude & Tromms dorff,

1971;

Lamm,

1972 - or individual decision making

and information seeking - cf.
1974;

Though indivi

Myers,

1973;

Ros t-Schaude & Trommsdorff,

Vinokur & Burnstein,

1978)

I

s uch change in

judgments and attitudes following group dis cussion

had been cons idered as being a group-specific phenomenon.

only

for example,

explanations based on the notions of the diffusion and "infu
sion" of responsibility and concentrate ins tead on thos e hav
ing to do with:

and the studies

We can exclude,

(a) commitment,

(b) influence of the majority,

(c) influence of the group leader,

and

and value theory

1975,

(cf.

Trommsdorff,

(d) s ocial comparison

(a) According to Mos covici and Zavalloni
cus s ion increases individuals '
their original pOSitions ,

1978).
(1969),

group dis

commitment and involvement in

thus causing these pos itions to be

come more extreme and bringing about an increas e in the certain
ty with which they are held.

According to the ccnmit:rrent approach,

the degree of judgment and/or decision change should depend on
the individual's initial position and reflect
mization

(i.e. ,

( 1)

group extre

movement away from the neutral point,

measured

in terms of the abs olute difference between the group mean and
the scale midpoint)
1969);

(cf.

Dois e,

1969;

(2) individual extremization

Mos covici &

(i.e. ,

Zavalloni,

the mean distance

of the individual pos itions from the scale mid-point)
gan &

Wallach,

1964);

and

(3) polarization

ing of the dominant respons e ,

(i . e. ,

(cf.

Ko

the s trengthen

as reflected by the shift of the

group mean to one end of the s cale)

(cf.

Lamm & Myers ,

1978).
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Though the empirical support for these assumptions has been
inconsistent

(cf.

Kogan & Wallach,

196�),

a good part of the

problem may lie in the t echniques used to measure the various
types of change.

Measuring changes in

group

extremization by

taking the; difference be "Teen two mean group extremity values
seems to yield no more than a statistical index of group-induc
ed change.

In the same way,

t remization

the index for the

individ ual

ex

(which takes into account the individual positions

of the group members) yields no direct information concerning
individual deviations from the scale mid-point and neglects
to take into account the direction of change.

This creates

empirically demonstrated

(cf .

Myers & Lamm,

contrary often seems to occur,

1976) .

In fact,

the minority influencing the

majority to change their original positlon following group
discussion
vici,

(cf .

1976).

minority,

Lamm,

Trommsdorff & Rost-Schaude ,

1973;
I;",'

Mosco-

In order to test the influence of a majority or

some variance of group positions must be given.

dyads where skewedness of positions cannot occur,

In

the opera

tion of majority or minority decision rules cannot be used to
explain the dyadic shift.
(c) The

leader-influence

explanation assumes that persons with

problems when judgments change value while their absolute ex

extreme positions can present their options and judgments

tremity remains the same,

much more convincingly and

as when a person makes a more opti

�istic judgment in the first place and,

later,

a more pessi

mistic judgment - in each case with equal distance from the
scal e mid-point.

In such cases,

of course,

the real judgmental

the

with higher certainty thao those

with more moderate positions,

thus having greater influence on

the other group members in the direction of their more extreme
positions.

According to this assumption,

one would predict a

shift is much greater than would be shown by the index of in

positive correlation between extremity and status among mem

dividual extremization

bers of any given group.

dorff,

1978,

p.

(cf.

more detailed comments in Tromms-

20 0f . ) .

8espite these reservations about the validity of the group ex
tremization measure,

we will,

in the following,

use both the

group and individual extremization indices in line with the

That commitment results in an increase in group extremization
has been verified by several empirical studies
Dulong,

1969;

1972;

Moscovici & Lecuyer,

Rost-Schaude,

1975).

1972;

(cf.

Moscovici &

Moscovici,

Doise &

The influence of commitment

on decision stability has also been demonstrated for risk-taking
decisions,

more risky shift occurring when subjects are less

committed to their original positions
(b)

According to the

(cf.

majority-influence

Trommsdorff,

explanation,

cussion.

the leader's extreme

1971).

group

Empirical results are contrdictory:

and Fraser

those of Stroebe

(1971) partly supported this explanation,

those of Lamm and Sauer
(d)

t raditional studies on group-induced judgmental change.

Zavalloni,

In addition,

judgment should not change during the course of the group dis

According to the

while

(1974) did not.

social

comparison

and

value

theory,

group

interaction should produce judgment change whenever it leads
group members to perceive that their original position's relied
on incorrect or incomplete information or did not conform to
the group' s values.
(1965) and Pruitt

This position - as presented by Brown

(1971a, b) - derives from Festinger' s theory

of social comparison processes

(1954:.

The general assumption

is that individuals strive to validate their opinions and
judgments by orienting themselves to
cordingly,

a

reference group.

Ac

group members should change their decisions and/or

extremizat ion occurs as a resul t of the minority' s conformity

judgments towards what group discu�sion reveals as being the

with the majority. This implies that, whenever extremization
'
occur s, the mean originaT-p"ci'sii:To'ns' -and' 't.he- me an.- eid:rem1 zation

group's preferred position.

scores should correlate,

the group discussion setting

something that has not as yet been

Though the essential features of

social comparison theory have received empirical support in
(cf.

Codol,

1976;

Lamm & Myers,
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1978),

1 51

an experiment by Lamm,

Trommsdorff & Rost-Schaude

(1972)

group discussion .

According to the commitment theory,

the cru

has shown that the perceived difference between oneself and

cial factor is the individual group member informing other

one's fellow group members does not correlate with the indi

members about his/her preference.

vidual shift following group discussion,

and that the amount

minority,

leadership-influence ,

According to the majority,

social comparison ,

value and

of shift shown by groups strongly underestimating peer pos

release t heories,

itions does not differ from that occurring in groups whose

position of the other group members that induces the subject

estimates are realistic.
An experiment by Lamm, Schaude and Trommsdorff

(1971) shows

that personal ideals also play a role in mediating group dis
cussion effects,

with people who perceive their initial posi

it is the reception of informatiori �bout the

to change to a more extreme position.
In the following,

some general cognitive principles "concerning

informational selectivity are discussed with respect to their
explanatory value for judgment and decision change.

tions as being largely discrepant from their ideals showing
a greater tendency to shift towards the ideal position follow
ing group discussion than did those whose initial positions
were in greater conformity with their ideals.
social comparison theory,

According to

3.

Information selection and processing when positions in
group or individual situations are changed

one might reason that mere knowledge

of the group's favorite pOSition is sufficient to induce a

If judgmental changes following group discussion are due to

shift toward this ideal

informational influences,

(Levinger & Schneider,

1969).

One

it should be asked whether such in

could also say that learning that a group member has a posi

fluences are effective only in group situations or whether

tion close to one' s ideal induces a shift toward greater ex

they are based on fundamental psychological processes that

tremity as a result of a modeling effect.

can also occur in individual settings.

Alternatively,

might be argued that other group members "release"

it

the subject

from the constraints of an assumed social norm towards conser
vatism.
model .

The group leader,

too,

however,

Information processing in groups

3. 1. 1.

Judgment change following presentation of new arguments

may serve as a releaser and/or

Somewhat inconsistent with these release and modelling

explanations,

3. 1.

are findings from experiments by Pruitt

(1971a,b) and Myers and Kaplan

(1976) indicating that merely

Group discussion,

as a kind of social influence ,

affects indi

informing subjects of the average group response was suffi

vidual judgment and decision making by means of information

cient to induce a polarization of judgments.

transmission.

Summary.

All of the above stated theoretical approaches to

group-induced judgment change assume that the conditions that
give rise to the judgment change are unique to group settings.
Furthermore,

the above stated theoretical approaches all con

tain the implicit assumption that changes of judgments follow
ing group discussion occur as a result of cognitive processes
,n""rp"

hv rprt-;,in

infnrmational

influences stemming from the

Information,

for example ,

concerning the other

group members' preferences may help validate one's own judg
ment in terms of accuracy ,
In addition,

adequacy ,

or social desirability .

one may simply be interested in hearing further

relevant arguments favoring or questioning one's position,

and

such novel arguments alone - without information concerning
the other group members'
duce judgment change

(cf.

positions - are often enough to in
Vinokur & Burnstein,

1978).

In this
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latter case,

the judgment changes seem to be the product of

purely individualistic information processing.
The

ness and subjective novelty
kur,

sion on such probability judgments indicate that groups tend

kind and degree of judgment change after learning about

new arguments depend on the arguments'
Trope & Burnstein,

direction,

(Vinokur & Burnstein,

197 5) .

Empirical studies dealing with the influence of group discus

persuasive
197 4;

Vino

A further important characteri

to produce arguments that

emphasize the possibl e failure of

desirable future developments , thus inducing group members to
' '
change their original judgments in the direction of greater
pessimism .

For example ,

Kogan and Wallach

(1964)

report that

stic is the degree to which the arguments are consistent with

subjects judged desirable developments in American society as

pre-existing cognitive schemata,

being less likely to occur after having participated.in a

people tending to prefer

arguments that are consistent with what they already believe,

group discussion than they did prior to the discussion session .

while inconsistent arguments are likely to be rejected

Similarly ,

(Janis,

(1968) showed that attractive but

risky decision alternatives were judged as being less likely

1972) .

Such

Madaras and Bern

inconsistent information,

rejected,

disregarded,

however,

or devalued .

is not necessaril y

If certain arguments imply

that the person' s position is wrong or in conflict with the
generally accepted judgment,

the likelihood of change is high

as long as the situation evokes a strong need for accuracy or
f or conforming with the majority .

Under such conditions,

the

to succeed after a group discussion than they were before.
Larnrn ,

Trornrnsdorff and Kogan

(1970) replicated the Madaras and

Bern findings with an added control group that indicated that
a similar shift towards pessimism does not occur when indivi
dual subjects are asked to reconsider their original probabi
lity judgments.

person would expect greater disadvantage should he/she dis

The above cited studies deal with probability judgments con

regard the discrepant information and

cerning the success or failure of hypothetical persons or so

.10'-

make the called-for

changes in his/her own judgment.

cial developments but do not deal with personal success or
failure.

3.1.2.

Judgment change

� .

a result of receiving critical

For this latter type of judgment,

it seems plausible

that the person him/herself would be better acquainted with

arguments on the probability of future social or per

the relevant arguments than would the other group members whom

sonal events

he/she had met for the first time in the laboratory.

But it

might nevertheless be important in such cases for the person
This

section concerns the process that mediate changes in

probability judgments concerning uncertain future events .

to learn more about the arguments of other group members ,

Since no objective criteria exist for assessing these judg

and/or convey previously unconsidered information.

ments'

ments may pertain either to facts or values,

validity,

they should be especially anal ysed with re

Such argu

the latter becom

gard to situational influences. The typical experimental task

ing important if,

is to have the person judge the probability that a given fu

tations are taken to reflect arrogance and immodesty.

ture event will,

cases,

in fact,

occur, the judgment being recorded

on a probabilit y scal e on which the middl e range represents
hlgh

uncertaint y and the two ends either optimism or pessimism,

ripnpndina on the event's desirability.

espe

cially when they disagree with the person' s own point of view

for example ,

the person's optimistic expec
In such

the need to present oneself as a modest but successful

person may dictate a tempering of optimism in one's judgments
concerning the likelihood of future success.
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Experimental data bear out this reasoning.
Gotz-Marchand

Frey,

Gotz and

(1975) demonstrated that subjects who expected

have to refer to internal criteria based on individual expe
riences,

opinions,

and cognitive schemata.

In the following,

feedback on their ��h�evements avoided optimistic estimates

two theoretical approaches are presented that allow predictions

since,

of judgment change in such situations.

if their judgments had turned out to be false later on,

they would have had to face criticism for an arrogant self
presentation.

Results reported by Schneider

terpreted in a similar way,

(1969)

can be in

subjects' self-presentation being

less favorable when the subjects expected feedback on their
real achievements.

Schneider found that this tendency was espe

cially marked with subjects who had no previous experience of
success or

failure that they could use as a basis for estimat

ing the probability of future success.

"Socratic

As the individual reflects on these in

thinking".

ternal criteria,

his/her original, spontaneous judgment may

appear to be the result of insufficient reasoning,
sistent with previous experiences,

one-sided,

being incon

or inadequately

based on empirical facts.

Such reflections could,

serve as grounds for the

person' s revision of his/her origi

nal judgment.

Thus,

of course,

prolonged thinking and reflection - as a

process of internal argumentation - may help discover incon

These findings support the general hypothesis that people re

sistencies in the original judgment's premises or possible im-

frain from positive judgments on their future outcomes when

plications,

they have reason to believe that these judgments could be in�
terpreted by others as being presumptuous and arrogant;
order

to avoid possible negative sanctions,

in

people revise

their self-estimates so as to reflect lower optimism.

The so

cial comparison processes that occur in groups can convey in
formation about the adequacy of a person's judgments and serve
as a basis for these judgments'

revision.

Since the informa

tion generated in group discussions tends to be critical and
to emphasize the possibilities of failure for desired future
outcomes
1970),

(cf.

Kogan & Wallach,

1964;

Lamm,

Trommsdorff & Kogan,

it follows that judgments following group discussion

should shift primarily in the direction of greater pessimism.
Judgment change in individual settings

According to McGuire

(1960;

1968),

spontaneous judgments often

reflect a wishful-thinking component,
equal,

such that,

all else being

desirable events are judged as more likely to occur

than undesirable events.

McGuire demonstrated,

however,

that

�
underlying their
inducing people to reflect upon the prem;ses

original judgments can lead them to discover and correct for
the logical inconsistencies that result from the wishfulthus resulting in a revision of their ori

thinking tendency,
ginal,

overly�optimistic judgments.

Cognitive

schemata .

Kanouse,

Since the studies of Heider

Kelley,

Nisbett,

Valins & Ueiner

(1958)

and

(1972),

it �a!

been recognized that judgments on social objects are based on
subjective,

We return here to the previously raise
d question of whether
the group setting gives rise to speci
al processes that do not
occur in individual settings and which
render judgment chan
ges in the two s�tuations incomparab
le. Individuals must often
Judge alone, apart from a social group
; so long as they cannot
rely on external criteria for �alid
ating their judgments, they

bringing about the judgment's re-

vision.

Jones,
3.1.3.

turn,

;n
�

these,

causal schemata characterizable as quasi-logical,

cognitive structures.

Though attribution theory has been large

directed towards understanding how people explain events that
have already occurred,
(e.g.

Ross,

1977,.

Ross,

recent work by Ross and his colleagues
Lepper,

Strack & Steinmetz,

1977)

has

studied the effect of these causal schemata on the expectatior
of

f ut ure

events.
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Ross et a1.

(1977)

assume that persons tend to expect higher

probabilities of success for those events that are believed to
be the logical consequence of certain causal "scenarios".

In

formation that enables the person to construct such scenarios
thus leads to an increase in the subjective probability with
which theo event is expected to occur.
more,

These scenarios,

further

are remarkably resistant to revision in the face of sub

sequently received,

disproving information;

bear no correspondence to actual
serve

oS

a basi:

Ross,

Lepper

reality,

next section.

even when shown to

the scenarios still

fJr tr.e person's future expectations

& Hubbard,

magnitude
dual settings, the
but also in indivi
0
informat�on
�ng on the way
endO
dep
nge
cha
the
and direction of
iate
processes that med
As far as the
processing is directed.
irrelevant whether
uld be
concerned, it sho
this change are
al sources.
al or from extern
o
stems from intern
such informat�on
ed in the
ns will be report
g these assumptio
Studies concernin

only in group

(cf.

Some ex

4.

with information and cognitions dealing with events' causal
information on possible consequences of and ob

stacles to a future event's occurrence should also be rele
vant for structuring the cognitive schemata that underlie
explanations and predictions.

Since information on an event's

consequences is necessarily consistent with the expectation
that the event in question will occur,

such information should

support pre-existing cognitive schemata concerning the event
and result in an increase in its subjective probability of oc
currence.

Information on obstacles,

on the other hand,

contradict pre-existing causal schemata and,

would

as a result,

lead

to a decrease in the event's subjective probability.
Another shortcoming of previous work on causal schemata has
been that it does not account for the effect of needs and mo
tives on judgment stability or change.
influences a person's judgments,

If a positivity bias

information concerning causal

predictions should have a different impact on the subsequent
judgments depending on whether the event in question is desir
able or undesirable.

3.1.4.

Conclusion

The discussion above implies that judgments can be changed not

A

sett ngs
sus individual
son of group ver
cess�n g
information pro
sus nondirected

1975).

Though Ross's work with causal schemata deals exclusively

antecedents,

�

e:

4.1 .

Hypothes�

earch on groupns typical to res
from assumptio
O
Though derived
in the f �rst
otheses tested
change, the hyp
nt
gme
jud
d
influence
y concern
novel in that the
o
or ted below are
rep
s
d�e
stu
ee
thr
, P ersonal
urrence of future
likelihood of occ
0
judgments on the
end�ng
predictions dep
ial
ent
fer
dif
Id
0
and y�e
0
and public events
s10ns in all
o rability . The group discus
' deS1
on these events
°tthat comm�
It was predicted
e un dO�rected .
0
wer
s
three studie
compar1son
leader and social
from the group
s
nce
lue
inf
ment,
on the direcs �
change judgmen t
all operate to
processes wou Id
and (c)
0 n ty,
o
increased certa1
remizat�on, (b)
tion of (a) ext
sm.
decreased optimi

(Experiments
discussed below
of experiments
o
The second group
t Judgment
1 hypothesis tha
cern the genera
con
all
VI)
0
and
IV, V
d�ffer so
settings does not
and individual
0
change in group
0
ected 0 It was
ces S1ng 1S dO�r
' information pro
0
long as subJoects
0
n a way cong 1
ation process�n
directing inform
0
t
tha
ted
dic
pre
would result �n
nitive schemata
cog
ts'
jec
sub
sistent with
(b) in
extremization,
direction of (a)
the
in
nge
cha
judgment
reased optimism.
nty, and (c) inc
creased certai

1 58
15�

4.2 Summary of met
hods
Sample .
Experimental

Two main independen
t variables wer
e man�
pulated: group ver
sus �n
' d'�v�
, dual settings (in
'
all exper�ments)
and different way
'
s of d�r
, ecting inform
ation (in Experi
ments
IV - VI).
design .

'

In all experimen
ts,

_

a "before-after" str
ategy was used
to mea' dgment cha
sure JU
'
nge , the f�rs
t measure being
taken at the
start of the sessio
n and the secon d
at the end, after
the sub
jects had either
taken part in a gro
up dis cussion con
cerning
the future likeli
hood of the events
�n
'
question or simply
indi
vidually listed arg
uments concerning
the likelihood of
eac
h
event. Experiment
1 feat ured an add
itional, control
group in
which subjects wer
e not assigned any
activity between
the two
judgment measures.
In the und irected
information pro
cessin
treatment, subJe
' cts
were free to discus
s (in the group con
,
d�t�on
) or write d
"
(
he
ndividual condit
ion) arguments con
cernip
,
.. g the p
ab� � y t at the giv
en future events
would occur befo
re the
year 2000 . I n th
'
e d�rected inform
at �on
'
processing con
dition '
subjects were" to
'
d�scuss or wr�
te down arguments
on (a) the
events
"
p recondltl
ons and consequen
'
ces (Exper�m
ent
VI) ' (b)
obs tac 1 es (Experime
nt V) to the OCc
urrence of des�r
' able even
,
ts,
and (c) negat�ve
consequences of
, and obstacles
to, the oc
currence of undesi
rable future eve
nts (Experiment
VI).
The future even
ts that sub'Jects
had to mak e JU
' dgments
about
were either desir
'
able or undes�
'
rable and dealt
wlth e�ther
personal mitters
or matters of la
'
rger, publ �c
concern. Some
exarr.ples are.. Ar
abs an d Israel�s
'
living peaceful
ly together·
strikes preventi
/
ng the productl
.
' on of basic go
od
s
and servl'ces,.
I travel around
the world. I d
0 not fl
' nd satisfac
'
tion in my
work . A maJo
r reason for ch
oosing such 'Jud
gmental material
was to make Sure
" ctlv
that ob Je
e criteria for
evaluatl'ng the
correctness of
responses were
not availabl e an
d that all subjects would be in
" ��la
a s�
r position of un
certa�' nty when
making
their judgments.

��

�

: �

�::

I

,

I

Subjects were recruited from the university and high

schools in Mannheim.

They participated voluntarily and receiv

ed a small honorarium.
Experiment I,

The subjects were:

46 male college students;

Experiment 11,

50 female high school

male college students;

Experiment Ill,

pupils;

64 female college students;

V,

38

Experiment IV,

female college students;

40 fe

Experiment VI,

Experiment

96 female high

school pupils.
Dependent

variables .

With regard to the probability estimates

and judgments of certainty,

subjects first estimated the pro

bability of occurrence of the future events on an Il-point
scale

(0

=

not at all probable;

10

=

definite) and then indi

cated how certain they were about this estimate on a 7-point
scale

(1 ,= extremely uncertain;

7 = extremely certain).

Ex

tremity scores were computed from the probability judgments
in the following way:

(a) for

individ ual

extremity,

the ab

solute difference between each subject's probability score
and the middle point of the scale
gan & Wallach,

1966);

(b) for

(50)

was computed

group extremity,

(cf.

Ko

the absolute

difference between the group mean and the middle point of the
scale was computed

(cf.

Moscovici & Zavalloni,

extremity score does not,

of course,

1969).

The group

take into account the

variance of judgments in the group and involves further dif
ficulties more extensively discussed by Trommsdorff
Gro up

interaction

analyses .

(1978).

In order to analyse the process

and content of the group interactions,

several of the experi

ments monitored the following indicators:

discussion time,

frequency of verbal utterances for the various group members
(the relation between these first two scores providing an in
dicator of the relative verbal intensity);
ruptions;

frequency of inter

frequency of opening a discussion;

persuasiveness

and attractiveness of each group member as determined by rat
ings made by other members of his/her group.

1 61
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The arguments discussed in the groups and noted by subjects in
the individual condition were rated by means of content ana
lyses by two independent raters according to the following ca
tegories:

optimism,

pessimism,

neutral definitions.

These ca

tegories were further differentiated according to whether they
dealt with preconditions, consequences,
4. 3.

or obstacles.

Results

Nondirected

in formation

The most interesting re

processing.

sults of Experiment I

(in which subjects judged the likeli

hood of 14 desirable,

public events)

& Trommsdorff,

(a)

1974):

were as follows

(cf.

Lamm

the group and individual conditions

differed significantly with respect to the degree and kind of

�

jUdgment l change,

with group discussions resulting in group

but not individual extremization and having no effect on
either certainty or pessimism,
tion,

while in the individual condi

judgments became less extreme and less certain;

(b)

group extremization did not correlate with disc�ssion inten
sity;

and (c)

' ng extreme posltlons
' ,
group members favorl
were

more certain than their fellow group members and caused the
others'

(individual)

extremization to increase.

The main findings of Experiment 11
the likelihood of 10 undesirable,
general,

(in which subjects judged
public events)

were:

(a)

in

jucgmental shifts differed between the group and in

dividual conditions:

in the group condition,

extremization was

found on both the group and indivl' dual levels,
mental certainty was found to increase,
pessimism occurred;

(b)

'
su b ]ects'

judg-

but no shift towards

positive correlations were found for

the group condition between judgment extremity and group per
suasiveness and certainty.
The primary results from Experiment III

(in which subjects

judged the likelihood of 6 desirable and 6 undesirable per
sonal events)

were as follows:

(a)

judgmental shifts differed
'
between individual and group condl'tl'ons." group and Ind'lvidual

ts
rds pessimism for desired even
extremization and a shift towa
d
ition; (b) arguments generate
were found in the group cond
m.
were biased towards pessimis
during the group discussions
Directed

in formation

proc essi ng.

The main findings of Experi

rate preconditions or
(in which subjects had to gene
desirable, public events) (cf.
desirable consequences for 10
: (a) there were no differences
Trommsdorff & Lamm, 1972) were
een the group and individual
found in judgmental shifts betw
cases becoming more optimistic
conditions, judgments in both
ation only occurred when infor
and more certain; (b) extremiz
towards consequences; (c) sub
mation processing was directed
uced greater numbers of optimi
jects in both conditions prod
s
stic than pessimistic argument .

ment IV

to
nt V (in which subjects had
The main results of Experime
rrence of 10 desirable public
generate obstacles to the occu
een
again no differences found betw
events) were: (a) there were
, both conditions showing an
the judgment shifts in the group
eased distance from the scale
increase in extremization (incr
and certainty, but no
mid-point for probability estimates)
ism; (b) subjects in both
change with regard to optimism/pessim
rs of pessimistic than opticonditions produced greater numbe
mistic arguments.
In Experiment VI (in which subjects generated negative conse
quences of or obstacles to the occurrence of undesirable pub
lic events)

there were again no differences in judgment shifts

between individual conditions,
showing greater optimism,
estimates,

(a)

subjects in both conditions

less extremity in their probability

and less certainty in their judgments after having

generated the negative consequences and

(b)

greater extremity

after having generated obstacles to the events'

4. 4.

occurrence.

Discussion

The results from the Experiments (I-Ill)
rected

in formation

processing

that featured undi

showed that while group discus

sion resulted in judgments becoming more extreme and certa��
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having individuals simply list arguments about the events did
not.

After

V I ),

however,

directed

information

(Experiments I V

processing,

the direction and extent of the judgment change

following the group and individual treatments were similar.

- III

This seems to indicate that the results of Experiments I

reflect the operation of processes unique to group interac
while those of Experiments IV -,VI are due to processes

tions,

common to both ;�cups and individual s.
(1)

Experiments

I - III on und irected

197 1;

Moscovici &

information

1969;

Zavalloni,

not been fal sified by our data.

cussed,

not after the discussion of undesirable events.

(cf.

The

discussion of such personal developments presumably activates
a need for positive self representation such that an ?veresti
mation of one' s future success is regarded as socially unde
The group situation seems to activate

sirable and arrogant.
group members'

The leader-influence and commitment theories
Fraser,

only after desirable future events had been dis

however,

�ed,

A shift in judgments towards pessimism occur

197 0).

& Kogan,

fears of being trapped by presumptuousness;

the group members try to avoid arguments favoring the

processing.

thus,

Stroebe &

probabil ity of success but rather concentrate on arguments

respectively) have

The leader-influence theory

describing possible obstacles blocking the attainment of the
desired goals.

Content analyses showed that arguments were

was supported in so far as extreme and very certain group

indeed biased towards pessimism. These findings closely pa

members were regarded by their groups as being persuasive;

rallel those reported by Lamm,

these "leaders" tended not to change their position,

serving

rather as the focus towards which the other group members
shifted,

the judgment of the group in general

and/or the individual group members themselves
and I ll) becoming more extreme.

(Experiment I )
(Experiments 11

The extremizatio'n following

group discussion in Experiments I

-

I I I also supports the

view that committing a group member to a given position leads
him/her to defend that position by moving towards greater
extremity.
Thus,

Trommsdorff,

Burger & FUchsle

(1980) in an experiment using a different set of stimulus even
(2)

Experiments

IV

-

VI on directed information processing,

These studies clearly show that group influences are only one
possible precondition for judgmental change. When subjects'
information processing is directed in a certain way,

judgment

change can occur in individual settings as well.
Emphasizing desirab l e events'

positive aspects

(preconditions

and desirable consequences) resulted in an increase in both
the optimism concerning the likelihood of their occurrence and

the first three experiments can be interpreted in the

the certainty with which these l ikelihood judgments were made.

same way as traditional experiments on judgmental shift fol

This positivity bias may have been due to the fact that the

as primarily favoring the lea

events' desirable aspects were accentuated to such a degree

lowing group discussion;

i. e.

dership and commitment approach.

It should be noted that both

that subjects forgot about the one-sided line of argumenta

of these two latter approaches assume general processes of

tion

social comparison to be operant in group situations.

regardless of an event' s desirability - merely making its

Experiment I I I

gives further interesting information about the

function of such social comparison processes when groups dis
cuss problems concerning their members'

personal future,

as

(cf.

Trommsdorff,

antecedents and consequences sal ient in subjects'

event's likelihood of occurrence
however,

an analysis,

tends to be oriented more towards the possibility of failure

Experiment V I ,

(cf. Kogan & Wallach,

1964;

Lamm,

Trommsdorff

Alternatively it may be that minds suf

fices to bring about increases in judgments concerning the

it supports the claim that the information generated by groups
than of success

1978).

tion

(cf.

Ross et al.,

1977).

Suer

could not account for the findings of

where having subjects generate causal informa

(negative consequences of undesirable future events)

sulted in a decrease in probabil ity judgments.

re

164
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The present experimental studies were not designed to system
atically analyse the "causal schemata �heory".

Further studies

should investigate the effect of evaluative factors

(e.g. po

sitive and negative antecedents and consequences for desirable
and undesirable future events) on the change of probability
estimates .

It would be especially interesting to analyse the

effect on judgments of causal schemata representing possible

However ,

the evaluation of information ,

integration

its processing and

(as a basis of subsequent behavior) relies on sub

jective criteria that are not at all consistent in a logical
sense,

and that are variable across different situations.

Thes

individual criteria are presumably based on subjective needs
and motiv,es.

obstacles to the occurrence of future events. Despite the

Depending on the situation and the motives operant ,

results of Experiments V and VI,

trying to arrive at a judgment may either accept a one-sided

the consideration of such ob

stacles has been found to lead to greater realism in the esti
mation of the chances for success (cf .
in decision situations ,

Heckhausen ,

197 7 ) and ,

may result in the choice of a subjec

tively costly but eventually more successful alternative.

a person

body of information or reject it as being inadequate.
have seen above ,

As we

when a persuasive and attractive group member

(leader) favors a certain position ,

or when group members em

phasize arguments on obstacles to positive developments and
thus favor modesty in self-presentation ,

one-sided information

is likely to be readily accepted as a basis for revising judg

5.

ments.

Final comments

wishful thinking tendency ,

The assumption that group processes are characterized by unique
psychological processes is questioned by our findings on di
rected information processing.

Since the judgmental changes

that occurred in the group and individual settings were simi
lar both in form and degree ,

it seems likely that they were

the result of the same underlying processes.

The findings thus

call for a general theory of judgment change that would allow
one to readily establish parallels between processes that
occur on group and individual levels.

Such a theory would

treat ,

(e. g.

for example ,

social influences

mediated by social

comparison processes or the influence of a leader) as being
the functional equivalent of certain cognitive and motiva
tional processes that mediate an individual's response in di
rected task settings.
Until now ,

the primary focus in attribution and other cogni

tive theories has been on the cognitive processes in informa
tion selection ,

Such one-sidedness can occur as well as a result of the

decision making and judgments ,

affective and motivational factors

neglecting

(cf. Carroll & Payne ,

197 6).

especially when the person does not

have an opportunity to compare his judgment with those of
others.

However ,

when one-sided information on negative aspect

of the future conflicts with the positivity bias ,

or when the

premium placed on veridical judgments is especially high ,
one- sidedness is likely to be rejected.

such

The precise form of

this balancing and interplay of motives for one-sidedness and
veridicality is to be studied by future research.

